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Please join all of us at Berghahn in celebrating twenty three years of independent publishing!

Dear Colleague,

Over the last few years, our journals program has rapidly expanded in scope and reputation and we are pleased to publish important journals in the subject areas of anthropology and sociology, European politics, cultural studies, and history. Each journal is fully peer-reviewed with editorial boards comprised of the leading scholars in their fields. We are above all delighted to have our journals program recognized by the AAP/PSP through the award for Best New Journal in the Humanities & Social Sciences two years in a row! For 2008 the award went to Projections and for 2009 to Girlhood Studies.

If you have any questions or suggestions about our journals publishing program and initiatives please do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Our thanks for your continued support.

Kind regards,

Vivian K. Berghahn
Editorial Director, Berghahn Journals
editorial@journals.berghahnbooks.com
NEW IN 2017!

CONTENTION
The Multidisciplinary Journal of Social Protest

Benjamin Abrams, University of Cambridge and Giovanni A. Travaglino, University of Kent

Contention is a scientific journal that aims to offer a novel contribution to the study of social protest. The journal intends to advance knowledge about a comprehensive range of collective actions, social movements and other forms of political and social contention. Its main purposes are to offer a multidisciplinary forum to scholars from different fields and to bridge the gap between them, within and across the social sciences and humanities.

ISSN 2330-1392 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/contention

CONFLICT AND SOCIETY
Advances in Research

EDITOR IN CHIEF: Erella Grassiani, University of Amsterdam
EDITORS: Alexander Horstmann, Tallinn University, Lotte Buch Segal, University of Copenhagen, Ronald S. Stade (founding editor), Malmö University and Henrik Vigh, University of Copenhagen

Conflict and Society expands the field of conflict studies by using ethnographic inquiry to establish new fields of research and interdisciplinary collaboration. With special attention paid to ongoing debates on the politics and ethics of conflict studies research, Conflict and Society is an essential forum for scholars, researchers, and policy makers.

ISSN: 2164-4543 (Print) • ISSN: 2164-4551 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/conflict-and-society

DEMOCRATIC THEORY
An Interdisciplinary Journal

EDITORS: Mark Chou, Australian Catholic University and Jean-Paul Gagnon, University of Canberra

Democratic Theory encourages philosophical and interdisciplinary contributions that critically explore democratic theory—in all its forms. It advances non-Western as well as Western ideas and is actively based on the premise that there are many forms of democracies and many types of democrats.

ISSN: 2332-8894 (Print) • ISSN: 2332-8908 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.comdemocratic-theory
FRENCH POLITICS, CULTURE & SOCIETY

EDITOR: Herrick Chapman, New York University
MANAGING EDITOR: Marie Desmartis, New York University

FPC&S is the journal of the Conference Group on French Politics & Society. It is jointly sponsored by the Institute of French Studies at New York University and the Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies at Harvard University.

French Politics, Culture & Society explores modern and contemporary France from the perspectives of the social sciences, history, and cultural analysis. It also examines France's relationship to the larger world, especially Europe, the United States, and the former French Empire. The editors also welcome pieces on recent debates and events, as well as articles that explore the connections between French society and cultural expression of all sorts (such as art, film, literature, and popular culture). French Politics, Culture & Society provides a forum for learned opinion and the latest scholarship on France.

ISSN: 1537-6370 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-5271 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/fpcs

GERMAN POLITICS AND SOCIETY

EDITOR: Jeffrey J. Anderson, Georgetown University
MANAGING EDITOR/BOOK REVIEW EDITOR: Eric Langenbacher, Georgetown University

German Politics and Society is a joint publication of the BMW Center for German and European Studies (of the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University) and the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD).

German Politics and Society is a peer-reviewed journal that explores issues in modern Germany from the combined perspectives of the social sciences, history, and cultural studies. The journal provides a forum for critical analysis and debate about politics, history, film, literature, visual arts, and popular culture in contemporary Germany. Every issue includes contributions by renowned scholars commenting on recent books about Germany.

ISSN: 1045-0300 (Print) • ISSN: 1558-5441 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/gps
THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SOCIAL QUALITY

EDITOR: Laurent van der Maesen, International Association of Social Quality

Published in partnership with the International Association on Social Quality

The International Journal of Social Quality is a peer-reviewed, scholarly journal which has a primary focus on the interpretation of social quality through a wide range of disciplines, including social policy, economics, sociology, law and legal studies, philosophy, political science, geography, health sciences, and public administration. The journal seeks to create a forum for scientists, researchers, policy makers, and practitioners to discuss issues related to social quality based on qualitative and quantitative methods, normative debate and action-oriented case studies. The journal also discusses the social quality theory and approach in comparison with other approaches such as the quality of life, social capital, human security, the capability approach, and the human development or social harmony approach. Special attention is given to global sustainability challenges addressed from the social quality and human security approach.

ISSN: 1757-0344 (Print) • ISSN: 1757-0352 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/ijsq

ISRAEL STUDIES REVIEW
An Interdisciplinary Journal

EDITOR: Yoram Peri, Gildenhorn Institute for Israel Studies

The journal of the Association for Israel Studies (AIS)

ISR explores modern and contemporary Israel from the perspective of the social sciences, history, the humanities, and cultural studies and welcomes submissions on these subjects. The journal also pays close attention to the relationships of Israel to the Middle East and to the wider world, and encourages scholarly articles with this broader theoretical or comparative approach provided the focus remains on modern Israel.

One of the main tasks of the ISR is to review in a timely manner recent books on Israel-related themes, published in English and Hebrew.

ISSN: 2159-0370 (Print) • ISSN: 2159-0389 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/israel-studies-review

Order direct for the UK and Europe on: Tel: +44(0)1767 604 951 • Fax: +44 (0)1767 601 640 • E-mail: TurpinNA@turpin-distribution.com

Politics Collection Available!
Contact Turpin for pricing
ITALIAN POLITICS

Published in association with the Istituto Cattaneo and in collaboration with the Johns Hopkins University SAIS Europe

Since 1986, Italian Politics has described and analyzed the main political and social events of the previous year. It combines systematic archival work with analysis of changes in both public sector policies and political institutions. Each volume includes a listing of the main political events of the year as well as information on the most recent elections, party politics, and public policies.

ISSN: 1086-4946 (Print) • ISSN: 2326-7259 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/italian-politics

LEARNING AND TEACHING

The International Journal of Higher Education in the Social Sciences

EDITORS: Penny Welch, School of Law, Social Sciences and Communication, University of Wolverhampton and Susan Wright, Danish School of Education, University of Århus

Learning and Teaching (LATISS) is a peer-reviewed journal that uses the social sciences to reflect critically on learning and teaching in the changing context of higher education. The journal invites students and staff to explore their education practices in the light of changes in their institutions, national higher education policies, the strategies of international agencies and developments associated with the so-called international knowledge economy.

The disciplines covered include politics and international relations, anthropology, sociology, criminology, social policy, cultural studies and educational studies. Recent topics include curriculum innovation, students’ academic writing, PhD research ethics, neo-liberalism and academic identity, and marketisation of higher education.

ISSN: 1755-2273 (Print) • ISSN: 1755-2281 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/latiss
REGIONS AND COHESION
Regiones y Cohesión/ Régions et Cohésion

EDITORS: Harlan Koff, Université du Luxembourg and Carmen Maganda, INECOL

The journal of the Consortium for Comparative Research on Regional Integration and Social Cohesion (RISC), a cross-regional, interdisciplinary, and multi-lingual network of socially conscious and prestigious research institutes in Europe, North America, South America, Africa, and Asia.

Regions and Cohesion is a needed platform for academics and practitioners alike to disseminate both empirical research and normative analysis of topics related to human and environmental security, social cohesion, and governance. It covers themes, such as the management of strategic resources, environment and society, social risk and marginalization, disasters and policy responses, violence, war and urban security, the quality of democracy, development, public health, immigration, human rights, organized crime, and cross-border human security.

Interdisciplinary in nature and multi-lingual in character (English, French, Spanish), the journal promotes the comparative examination of the human and environmental impacts of various aspects of regional integration across geographic areas, time periods, and policy arenas.

ISSN 1361-7362 (Print) • ISSN 1476-6787 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/regions-and-cohesion

THEORIA
A Journal of Social and Political Theory

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Lawrence Hamilton, University of the Witwatersrand

Theoria: A Journal of Social and Political Theory is an engaged, multidisciplinary, and peer-reviewed journal of social and political theory. Its purpose is to address, through scholarly debate, the many challenges posed to intellectual life by the major social, political and economic forces that shape the contemporary world. Thus it is principally concerned with questions such as how modern systems of power, processes of globalization and capitalist economic organization bear on matters such as justice, democracy and truth.

Volume 7 (2017), 4 issues p.a.
ISSN: 2045-4813 (Print) • ISSN: 2045-4821 (Online)
www.berghahnjournals.com/theoria
Ordering information
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AWARDED THE AAP/PSP PROSE AWARD
FOR BEST NEW JOURNAL
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
TWO YEARS IN A ROW!
2009: Girlhood Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal
2008: Projections: The Journal for Movies and Mind